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Abstract. We describe extensive computations which show that Riemann's zeta function .\(s) 
has exactly 300,000,00 I zeros of the form a + ii in the region 0 < 1 < 119,590,809.282. All 
these zeros are simple and lie on the line a "-' j. (This extends a similar result for the first 
200,000.001 zeros, established by Brent. van de Lune. te Riele and Winter in Math. Comp., v. 
39, 1982, pp. 681-688.) Counts of the numbers of Gram blocks of various types and the 
failures of "Rosser's rule" are given, together with some graphs of the function Z( l) near the 
first observed failures of Rosser's rule. 
1. Introduction. This paper is a continuation of Brent [ l] and Brent, van de Lune, 
te Riele and Winter [2]. We have extended the computations described there to show 
that the first 300,000,001 zeros of Riemann's zeta function rcs) in the critical strip are 
simple and lie on the line a = 1- After separating the zeros of Z( t) in the range 
[ g200.ooo.(Xl0• g300.()(XJ.()()()) with a slightly changed version of the FORTRAN/COM-
PASS program described in van de Lune, te Riele and Winter [4], we ran the 
computation a little further and found four Gram blocks (of length 1) in 
[ g30o.cxxJ,()()()• g300 .()()().cx>4 ). By applying Theorem 3.2 of [1], we completed the proof of 
our claim. 
A complete listing of our program may be found in van de Lune and te Riele [5]. 
We also refer to [4] and [5] for a more detailed description of our slightly adapted 
strategy (compared with Brent's) for finding the required number of sign changes of 
Z( t) in Gram blocks of length;:;. 2. It may be noted here that the average number of 
Z-evaluations needed to separate two successive zeros of Z( t) varied slightly around 
1.19. Comparing this with our previous computations, it appears that the oscillatory 
behavior of Z( t) has not changed very much. 
Besides 126 exceptions to Rosser's rule of length 2, we also found three exceptions 
of length 3. The latter ones appeared as Gram blocks of length 3 containing only 1 
zero, followed or preceded by a Gram block of length 1 with 3 zeros. More details 
are given in the next section, including some graphs of Z(t) in the neighborhood of 
various types of exceptions to Rosser's rule which have emerged. (Previously, two 
exceptions of length 3 were implicitly given by Karkoschka and Werner [3], viz., 
B 1,089.751 .985 andB 10,008 ,051 .629 , although these are far beyond the range covered by our 
systematic search.) In the next section we also give a number of tables which are 
(nearly) similar to those given in [ 1] and [2]. 
We intend to extend our computations in the near future. 
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2. Statistics. The counts given here are now exact (in contrast with the LR & 
W-counts given in [2]). This was realized by immediately computing Z8 (gn) in case 
I ZA(gn) I was too small (rather than computing ZA(gn - 8) for a few small values of 
6, as we did in [2]). We never met a value of t for which our method B could not 
determine the sign of Z(t) rigorously, with the bounds given in Section 3 of [2]. 
TABLE 1 
The 129 exceptions to Rosser' s rule in [ g200.ooo.ooo, g300.ooo.ooo) 











































where n is the index of the Gram block 





















































































3 of length 3. Notation: n (type) extreme S(t), 
where n is the index of the Gram block 
Bn = [ gn, gn+ 3 ) with zero-pattern "O 1 O" 
207482540(2) 2.000431 241389213(1) -2.010430 266527881(2) -2.008550 
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TABLE 2 
Various types of exceptions to Rosser 's rule 
and their frequencies in [g200,000,000 , g3oo.ooo.ooo) 
Gram block of 














Gram block of length 3 
with "O I O" zero-
pattern 
1V 





0 3 0 
4 I 
2 5 3 
6 2 
LENGTH = 3 
type frequency 
1,I:I I:I 3 2 
TABLE 3 
Number of Gram blocks of given length 
J'(k, n) := J(k, n + 107 ) - J(k, n) 
761 
J 1 (I , n) J' (2 ,n) J' (3,n) J' (4,n) J' (5,n) J 1 (6,n)J'(7,n)J'(8,n) 
6,973,019 I ,056,242 236, I 80 44,997 4,838 27 2 21 0 
6,971,273 I ,055,810 236,438 45,249 4,976 297 I 7 2 
6,966,636 I ,056, 779 236 ,573 45,864 4,921 312 22 0 
6,965, 176 I , 056, 494 236,663 46,250 4, 979 295 26 0 
6,961,469 1,057, 120 237 ,279 46,150 5, 156 327 16 0 
6,957,609 I , OS 7, 6 12 237,551 46,633 5, 145 341 29 
6,955,568 1,056,920 238.,418 46, 694 5,300 306 30 2 
6,951,895 1,057,635 238,483 47 ,211 5,257 353 20 0 
6,950,241 1,056,940 238,974 47,373 5,420 366 24 0 
6,948,974 I ,058,297 238,885 47,295 5,254 354 29 0 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Totals 69,601 ,860 10,569,849 2,375,444 463, 716 51'246 3,223 234 5 
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TABLE 4 
Number of Gram intervals containing exactly m zeros 
n m = 0 m :::::: 1 m = 2 m = 3 m = 4 
200,000,000 1,360,273 7,297,177 1,324,827 17 '723 0 
210,000,000 1,360,333 7,296,878 1 ,325,245 17,544 0 
220,000,000 1 , 362, 066 7,293,463 1,326,876 17,595 0 
230,000,000 1,362,561 7,292,733 1,326,852 17,853 
240,000,000 1,363,647 7,290,305 1,328,449 17,599 0 
250,000,000 1,365,010 7,287,678 1,329,614 17,698 0 
260,000,000 1, 365 ,698 7,286,632 1 ,329,642 18,028 0 
270,000,000 1,366,741 7,284,300 I, 331, 1 76 17,783 0 
280,000,000 I ,367 ,037 7,283,866 1, 331, 1 58 17,939 0 
290,000,000 1,367,806 7,282,080 I ,332,422 17,692 0 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Totals 13,641,172 72,895,112 13,286,261 177 ,454 
TABLE 5 
Number of Gram blocks of type ( j, k), I ,,;;;,.} ,,,;: 8, I,,,;: k ~j, 
in the range [ g2(x1.cxx1,1xxp K3<X1,<xx1,<xx1) 
k + 
t j I 4 5 6 7 8 Totals 
69,601 ,860 69,601 ,860 
2 5,285,566 5,284,152 126 11 0 0 11 - blocks 10,569,849 
(SO) (SO) 5 11 2 2 11 - blocks 
3 I, 12S,098 124,535 1, 125, 808 3 "O 1 O" - blocks 2,375,444 
( 4 7) (5) (47) 
4 212,286 19,862 19,649 211, 919 463,716 
(46) (4) (4) ( 46) 
20,326 4,252 2, 177 4,346 20, 14S 51 ,246 
(40) (8) (4) (8) (39) 
6 488 866 263 286 8S9 461 3,223 
( 15) (27) (8) (9) (27) ( 14) 
2*) 13 42 9 40 67 I*) 234 
8 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 5 
*) . 
Vl.Z. Bn, for n = 258, 779, 892, 282,307,390 and 299,608,968. 
In Table I we present a list of the 126 exceptions to Rosser's rule of length 2 and 
the 3 of length 3, in the range [ g200,000,000 , g300,000,000 ), including their types and the 
local extreme values of S(t). Note the occurrence of a type 4-exception (the first one 
observed) which yields the second Gram interval with four zeros (viz. G237•516.724 ; the 
first one is G61 ,331 ,768 [l]). 
Table 2 gives a survey of the various types of exceptions to Rosser's rule, observed 
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Table 3 gives the numbers of Gram blocks of length.;;;; 8 in [ g200.000,000 , g300.000,000 ) 
for strings of 107 successive zeros. The last line gives the totals for the whole range. 
The average Gram block length for this range is 1.2039, against 1.2003 and 1.1900 
for the ranges [ g100,000.000 , g200,000•000 ) and [ g0 , g100,ooo,ooo ), respectively. Note that the 
number of Gram blocks of length 1 is slowly decreasing in favor of the number of 
Gram blocks of lengths ;;;;., 2 and .;;;; 5. 
In Table 4 we present the number of Gram intervals G1 = [g1, g1+ 1), n o;;;j < n + 
107, which contain exactly m zeros of Z(t), 0.;;;; m.;;;; 4. Note that the number of 
Gram intervals with precisely one zero is slightly decreasing in favor of the number 
of Gram intervals with no zeros and those with 2 zeros. 
In [ l] and [2] we have listed the first occurrences of Gram blocks of various types. 
Here we have met only one new type of Gram block, viz. the type (7, 1)-Gram block 
B258,779,892 • 
In Table 5 we list the number of Gram blocks of type {j, k ), 1 .;;;,. j ..;; 8, I ..;; k ..;; j, 
in the range [g200,000,000 , g300,000,000 ). We also give the number of Gram blocks of 
length 2 with zero-pattern "O O" and "2 2", and those of length 3 with zero-pattern 
"O 1 O". The "O O"-blocks correspond to the 126 length 2-exceptions to Rosser's rule 
of types 1-6, and the "2 2"-blocks correspond to the length 2-exceptions of types 5 
and 6. The "O 1 O"-blocks correspond to the 3 (newly introduced) length 3-excep-
tions of types 1 and 2. The entries in parentheses denote the percentages with respect 
to the total number of blocks of length j, given in the final column. These 
percentages are nearly the same as those given in the corresponding table for the 
range [ g156.800.000 , g200,cl00,ooo) in [2], and we conclude that our strategy of dealing 
with Gram blocks of length) ;;;;., 2 is successful for 2 .;;;,. j ..;; 5. 
In order to give the reader an impression of the erratic behavior of Z( t ), we give 
in Figures 1.1-1.8 graphs of Z(t) in the neighborhood of the first (observed) 
exceptions to Rosser's rule of lengths 2 and 3 and of various types. We have plotted 
Z(gx) with x as a continuous independent variable. The exceptional Gram block is 
marked by two arrows pointing downwards. The adjacent Gram block where the 
"missing two" zeros are situated is marked by two arrows pointing upwards. A 
magnification of the latter block is shown in an accompanying graph. Some 
"critical ... values of Z( t) are explicitly mentioned. 
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